It's what's inside that counts: very true with B BALLS from FUN
FACTORY!
The man on the train, the woman at the newspaper stand and the couple strolling in the park
– they are all smiling happily as though they have a special secret. Yet the weather isn't
particularly good and nothing seems to explain their happy glow. So what is it? What have
we missed? All four of them are wearing something secret; something that is delivering
gentle and pleasurable massage strokes in response to their every moves– the unique B
BALLS from FUN FACTORY!
Bremen, April 2014 – Quiet, invisible and discreet, the B BALLS from the Bremen FUN
FACTORY get the job done. With every movement the user makes, whether controlled or
wild, this new kind of anal plug emits rotational motions to stimulate the user– and all
without a motor. With the B Balls, anal stimulation can be experienced anywhere, anytime.
The user will be thrilled to go about their day wearing a discreet and sexy little secret.
Diverse studies and surveys show that nearly half of all German men and women
have experimented with anal pleasures – and the trend is growing!
The anus is full of sensitive nerve endings and therefore particularly receptive as
an erogenous zone. For men, prostrate stimulation delivers unforeseen climaxes.
Their female partner enjoy this particularly intimate love game and passionate
interchange of roles. People tend to explore anal play with a partner, but many
explore solo Erotic toys help along with the adventure either way.
The B BALLS from FUN FACTORY are an anal toy of a whole new category!
Their design alone is intriguing. Two balls placed closely together combine the
benefits of anal beads with the safe comfort of an anal plug. Two teardrop shaped
balls connected by a stable strand of silicone simplify the arousing insertion of
both this unique butt plug.
But the exceptional feature of the B BALLS is hidden inside. Therein live a set of small weights that
rotate with every movement the user makes. These rotational motions create gentle to intense anal
stimulation– all without a motor – This technology will stimulate the anus and surrounding
erogenous zones for hours, until the B BALLS are removed. This unique kind of arousal offers both
HER and HIM hours of a whole new kind of ecstasy.

Erotic outside of the bedroom
A big trend in anal play is to take it “on the go”, using anal plugs that can be worn seamlessly
throughout the day, under your regular clothes. Thanks to their narrow and ergonomically shaped
base, the B BALLS can be worn comfortably for a long time without ever interfering with every day
activities. The motions of the inner rotating weights have an extra special kick, because they remind
the wearers of their presence and give them – either solo or with their partner – an erotic boost
during the day.
B BALLS for HER
With a diameter of 3.2 and 3.6 cm, the B BALLS are especially recommended for those experienced
with anal toys. Thanks to the teardrop shape of the first ball and the flexibility of the silicone
connector, the toy is inserted in seconds. During sex with a partner or a toy (i.e STRONIC EINS) the
B BALLS give HER a pleasant sensation of fullness. Additionally, the rotation of the inner weights
intensifies love making with every movement. The plug’s narrow base doesn't hinder access to any
erogenous zones and allows for unlimited experimentation. When penetrating a female partner who
is wearing the B BALLS, a male partner will also feel this “fullness” in in the form of increased
vaginal tightness.
B BALLS for HIM
Anal plugs, which directly focus on the prostrate, are very common. Often, direct
stimulation of the male's p-spot leads to climax very quickly. For this reason,
some men avoid wearing plugs while making love. B BALLS are different: they
stimulate the P-spot intermittently with gentle rotational motions – this type of
stimulation can help men stay aroused for long periods of time. Through the
user’s own movements, the intensity of the rotations can be increased as wished.
So climbing stairs or running to catch a bus may turn into a special kind of
foreplay!
Love games with the B BALLS are infinite. The motions produced by the balls are extremely
pleasurable to both HER and HIM. The wilder the lovemaking, the more intense and thrilling the
rotations of the B BALLS, as they keep up with the bodies’ rhythms.

InfoBox: Anal Sex Toys at a glance
Anal plugs and anal beads are the most accessible sex toys for anal adventures. Anal plugs are tiny
dildos with a hold that keeps the toy safe in place. Anal beads are the second most common form of
anal toy. Some have beads of increasing sizes, which creates arousal upon insertion and removal.
These two product options, however do not offer the stimulation of gentle rotational motions. Anal
vibrator provide dynamic sensations but they are a more pricy and high maintenance option
(recharge, batteries etc.) B BALLS are a new exciting alternative for anal play, and are absolutely
unique on the sex toy market when it comes to functionality and benefits.
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About FUN FACTORY:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturers of aesthetic and stylish love toys, has its
headquarters in Bremen, Germany. From the first sketch, to the design and the technical implementation right
up to completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits in the industry are and remain “Made in Germany“ and
come directly from this Hanseatic city. It was here that FUN FACTORY was founded in 1996 by Dirk Bauer
and Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the USA and in 2013 a branch in
Spain. Today the company has over 120 employees and makes customers from all over the world happy with
its products.
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